
Dynamic alignment

Opleiding fasciatherapie F.I.T.

Module onderste extremiteit 
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Short summary of content: Postureis not a static fact. It is better to speak of dynamic 
alignment, the body is always moving. Optimal exercise is related to mobility, 
afference, and exercise strategies. In this lesson the uniqueness of human design is 
approached from an evolutionary perspective. Tensegrity is a valuable addition to the 
classic biomechanical approach.
Learning objectives: The student is aware of the uniqueness of the "human design" 
and understands how resilience in the foot and main position are related and the 
importance of rotation for optimal alignment.
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1. Voeding / roken

2. Beweging / sporten

3. Ontspanning / stressmanagement / slaap

4.   Houding / dynamic alignment

'optimal strategy for function and performance' 

Lifestyle adviezen

Recommendations for maintaining good health today are focused on three primary 
factors: diet, exercise, and stress management. A fourth key factor, structural 
alignment, continues to be overlooked despite its role in providing the underlying 
framework for the healthy function of all the body's systems. Because the body 
operates through the interplay of all the parts of each system, this oversight is 
difficult to understand.

Dynamic alignment is the most effortless and energy-saving organization of your 
structure as it transitions from one position to the next.

<< Our definition of 'optimal strategy for function and performance' is broad and 
encompasses both quantitative and qualitative features of human movement; that is, 
optimal strategies are painfree, energy efficient, support stability of the spine and 
pelvis, highly robust, and enable all outcomes relevant to the patient's goals and 
values. Optimal strategies also create an experience of 'flow,' 'ease,' and 'grace.' 
Many of our patients experience their bodies as a source of frustration, pain, and 
despair; we aim to change this experience to one of freedom and ease, and full 
enjoyment of their bodies. Lee 2011>>
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<<Postural balance looks good—because it is good. We like the look of it because we 
value the feel of it even more. Far more than the comeliness or athletic talent that 
some people have and others lack, balance perfectly equips each individual to move 
freely while at the same time guarding his or her own health. Balance is not optional. 
Without balance, those who believe the human body cannot cope with the demands 
of modern life are correct. There is no substitute for postural balance. Egoscue 
2011>>

Postural improvement is often time-consuming and therefore frequently neglected. 
Only restoring the balance can be effective for a long time.
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Good or bad?
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A hollow back brings the lumbar spine closer to the midline, making it easier to wear 
your thorax

Sunken lwk between thick mass of muscles: extensors (and spine) are too short. As a 
result, pressure on intervertebral discs and joints

Shortening iliacus: low lordosis
Shortening psoas: high / long lordosis
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Research: relation lumbar curve - pain

• The angle of pelvic tilt and lumbar lordosis do not correlate

• Standing is highly individual and poorly reproducible

• The measure of pelvic tilt is greatly determined by bony pelvic morphology

• No correlation amount of lumbar lordosis and pain!

• The lordosis on standing differs to what people use throughout the day

Interesting:
Treatment to correct posture doesn’t correct posture but diminishes pain!
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<<What people actually use in their everyday lives might also be different to what is 
measured in the clinic or gym. A clinic or gym measure could be described as a 
‘snapshot’ and this study HERE compared this ‘snapshot’ to what was actually used 
on a daily basis by the study participants.
The authors found that on average whilst standing, as most postural assessments are, 
there was a 33.3° lumbar lordosis but the average used over a 24hr period was only 
8°, a huge difference!

“These results suggest that variations in pelvic morphology may significantly 
influence measures of pelvic tilt and innominate rotational asymmetry” Ben 
Cormack>>
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• Myofasciale overbelasting

• H.N.P.

• Artrose

• (sport) letsels

• Verminderde functie interne organen door collapse

• Verminderde ademhaling

• Dichtslibben bloedvaten (?)

Injury prone

Mogelijke gevolgen misalignment
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<<This is because the alignment of the skeleton dictates whether muscles will work in 
a way that is natural, efficient, and, ultimately, pain-free or in a way that is prone to 
injury and pain.
The basic body functions in which fluids are exchanged across membranes cannot 
operate well in spaces that are compressed, overly stretched or twisted
When structure is at its best, the segments are balanced in relation to each other. No 
part borrows space from another, nor does it compromise the movement of another. 
Frederique, 2014>>

A sports accident does not cause a knee injury, just as a hammer does not cause a 
broken thumb with a carpenter.
Which comes first the accident or the dysfunction?
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Tentsegrity

(Martin 2016)
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<<Prestress (also known as pre-tension) appears to be a prerequisite for physiological 
homeostasis if the whole system, in this case the human body, is to function with 
structural stability as well as flexibility. In one example, to illustrate this concept, it 
has been determined that an isolated muscle removed from the body passively 
shrinks about 10% of its original length (Garamvolgyi, 1971). Therefore this lends 
additional support to the fact that muscles that are intact (in situ) are always 
normally under tension at rest, that is, they are in a constant state of prestress or pre-
tension. Conceivably that would mean that muscles will also normally resist further 
lengthening or stretch, whether imposed by the person as a self stretch or by a 
therapist as an assisted stretch. Yet, when the body as biotensegrity falls out of 
balance, whatever the reason, the rules of tensegrity physics state that the imbalance 
must be distributed into regions of increased and decreased tension and compression 
to dissipate and attenuate the concentration of excessive forces. Some body regions 
of neuromyofasciae become too stable (excessive compression) while others become 
too flexible (excessive tension). Joints that are the connecting points for the 
compressive boney elements of our tensegrity structure become hypomobile, 
hypermobile or a combination of both with mal-aligned motion. This allows us to 
continue to function with some amount of stability and flexibility, albeit in a more 
compromised state that deteriorates our form and our quality of life. Frederique 
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2014>>

<< Fig. 11: Self-stress vs. pre-stress.
a: in a tensegrity structure, tension in the strings and compression in the struts are 
intrinsic to the structure; it is self-stressed and can be displaced without losing its 
integrity;
b: by contrast, tension in the guy wires and compression in the pole are created 
through the anchorage to the earth (seen as a factor external to the structure itself). 
The structure is pre-stressed and cannot be displaced without collapsing. Martin 
2016>>
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Laterale beweging gestuurd vanuit het hoofd

(Dimon, 2011)

Vanuit evolutionair perspectief
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<<The Head and Its Central Role in Movement
This evolution of a tubular gut with a mouth at the front end and muscles arranged 
along the primitive spine was accompanied by several other essential developments. 
In order to find food, the area around the mouth became specially adapted for
perceiving food sources by detecting the presence of molecules in the water (the 
sense of smell), sensing vibrations caused by the movement of other objects in the 
water (the sense of hearing), and perceiving images produced by light (vision). As the 
front end of the evolving fish became more and more sensitive to the presence of 
food, an increasingly sophisticated cluster of neurons, or brain, was required for
processing this information and directing movement. In addition, the mouth
developed into a movable jaw which could hinge and thereby capture and seize prey. 
The front part of the fish, which now housed the jaw, the sensory organs, and the 
brain, had evolved into a true head—a bony structure articulated with, but distinct
from, the rest of the spine.

This "leading segment" of the spine is an essential component of vertebrate design. 
Muscles along the length of the body move the fish in a forward direction, based on 
sensory input coming into the front end. In other words, the movement of the 
body—the action of the lever and motors of spine and muscles—is organized in 
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relation to the head. Thus a head articulated with a bony spine, and a musculature
that acts to produce movement in the service of the head, form the blueprint from
which all subsequent vertebrate life forms developed. Dimon 2011>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

Van frontale naar sagitale vlak
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<< Notice that the spine now becomes oriented to movement in a new way. We saw 
in the case of marine animals that the spine flexes from side to side to produce 
locomotion through the water. This design is retained in many amphibians and lizards 
that advance their sprawled limbs by flexing the body from side to side. In mammals 
such as horses and cats, however, this design changes drastically. The limbs are 
brought under the body and the legs are oriented to convey propulsive thrust directly 
to the spine and trunk. By coiling the thoracic curve of the spine while gathering their 
legs underneath them and then uncoiling the spine like a spring when pushing off-
with the hind legs, the spine now flexes, not side to side as in a fish or reptile, but 
front to back. This front-to-back flexion remains a defining trait of upright human 
posture, making it possible for us to curl into a fetal position, to crouch and squat, 
and to slump when we are sitting carelessly. 

<<A fish is buoyed up by the water and therefore lives in a world that is virtually 
gravity-free. Animals on land, however, have to contend with the pull of gravity; to 
move efficiently in space, they must first raise themselves off the ground. Some 
reptiles accomplish this task with their bellies close to the ground and their legs 
splayed out to the sides; dinosaurs and mammals walked and ran with their legs 
more directly underneath them, making it possible to move quickly and efficiently on 
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land. Here, the spine comes into play in a completely new way, functioning as a kind 
of bridge for supporting the body on the forelimbs at one end of the bridge and the 
hind limbs at the other.

The musculature of terrestrial animals thus serves a dual function: first, it produces 
overt movement by acting upon bones as levers; second, it counteracts the tendency 
of these levers to buckle so that, as the animal moves about, the body can be 
supported on its four limbs. The overt function of muscles in producing movement 
now takes places against the background of muscular tone, which serves to maintain 
the supporting limbs in a stable postural relationship. Dimon 2011>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

Ontwikkeling van de wervelkolom

9

<<But how did the spine become the way it is, with all its intricacies and protrusions? 
As we saw in Chapter One, the spine first evolved in fish to prevent the body from 
telescoping when it flexed its body from side to side (see Fig. 1-1). Just above this 
primitive spine, called the "notochord," ran a central nerve which In some species of 
fish, bone began to form in segments around the nerve cord, forming a "neural arch" 
that protected the nerve cord (Fig. 4-4a). The notochord, too, began to ossify in 
segments and joined with the forming arches, so that it was soon replaced by a series 
of bony vertebrae with intervertebral discs in between.

In some species of fish this primitive spine developed into a series of solid vertebrae 
with protrusions and struts, or ribs, which served as attachments for the muscles. 
Bone and muscle began to work together in a partnership to produce forward motion 
through the water. Muscles along the spine became the first motors, and the bony 
segments of the spine the first levers, for producing vertebrate locomotion through 
space.

The musculoskeletal system thus originated with the spine and the muscles that 
acted upon it to create lateral undulating motions that moved the animal through the 
water. Lateral flexion of the spine, in fact, became the foundation of all vertebrate 
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movement. Thousands of marine animals still move this way, and many amphibians 
and reptiles, when they move on land, utilize a similar movement to advance their 
limbs. Even humans, in the earliest stages of life, laterally flex the spine, thus 
recapitulating this distant stage of their evolutionary heritage.

Since the spine needed to be strong and yet retain flexibility, the vertebrae formed 
joints that increased the structural strength of the spine while allowing a good deal of 
movement between the vertebrae. Each vertebra now had a solid round section—
the centrum—as well as an arch that protected the spinal cord running along the 
length of the spine.

In this way, the notochord was replaced by a flexible spinal column that could be 
acted upon by muscles to produce movement; the only remnant of the notochord in 
the human spine is the viscous central portion of the intervertebral disc, called the 
nucleus pulposa. The spine was now a strong yet flexible structure that protected the 
spinal cord and, at the same time, provided sturdy attachments for muscles—a very 
logical design once you look at it from the point of view of its evolution and function. 
Dimon 2011>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

Ontwikkeling van de wervelkolom (2)

• Enorme toename van functies
• Veel efficiënter

10

<<Our upright design is also associated with fundamental changes in our nature. 
Many animals, such as dogs and cats, possess the ability to process information, to 
identify smells, to learn and remember—in other words, to think. In dogs and cats, 
however, the process of thinking is coupled to activity, reflecting a physical design in 
which information coming in through the head, such as the smell of food, is 
translated directly into movement aimed in the direction of the food.

But what about the weight in front of the body? Here we have a different set of 
problems. The rib cage, which hangs down in front, tends to drop, as well as the 
abdominal contents below the rib cage. The structures of the jaw, the throat, and the 
larynx, which are all suspended from the skull, tend to pull downward on the skull 
and create an additional drag in front of the body.
Even further drag is added when we use our arms or carry weight in front of us, which 
contributes to the common tendency of humans living in sedentary conditions to pull 
down and collapse in front. This reduces the volume of the chest and abdomen, 
interferes with breathing, and presses on the gut, which tends to sag with age.

Another major change in the human spine is the development of independent 
movement of the head due to alterations in the vertebrae of the neck. In a fish, the 
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entire body swings from side to side; the head has no freedom of movement 
independently of the spine. In land animals, the vertebrae of the neck become 
modified so that the head can hinge up and down at the atlas as well as rotate freely; 
in some animals, the neck becomes completely movable so that it functions 
somewhat like a limb that can move the head independently of the trunk. In humans, 
the neck remains quite flexible and the head, which sits on top of the spine, is 
capable of nodding up and down and rotating. But because the spine is vertically 
poised, the head now rotates on a vertical axis, giving us a greatly expanded visual 
field. Dimon 2011>>
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Evolution short track
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Op van de grond - wervelkolom

Dorsale keten

12

<<This basic design feature explains a great deal when we consider the contrasting 
role of the flexors in front of the body and the extensors in back. If we had somehow 
pulled ourselves up directly from the ground, or built ourselves up from the ground 
like building blocks, we might suppose that the muscles in the front and back of our 
bodies would equally share the job of supporting us like guy wires on opposite sides 
of a tower. But humans didn't grow directly up from the ground; they stood up on 
their hind limbs by raising the trunk from the horizontal to the vertical. The main 
muscles that were needed to produce this action are in back, so that the main onus 
of postural support falls on the extensor muscles which prevent the legs from 
buckling and the trunk from falling forward.

This means that the curves of the spine aren't incidental to upright posture but an 
integral part of it. The lumbar curve of the spine is essential to upright posture, and 
humans are the only primate with a fully-developed lumbar curve that balances the 
thoracic curve of the spine. That curve—along with our many other design features—
makes us the only truly upright creature in the animal kingdom, completely freeing 
our upper limbs and making possible our distinctively human striding gait. Dimon 
2011>>
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Drie myofasciale lagen

• fatigue resistant

• eccentric contraction

• Multifidi / rotatores
• Deep erectors
• Piriformis
• Soleus

(Thomas Myers)

‘Superficial’ Back Line

De diepste laag: posturale
stabilisatie

13

Posture: very light eccentric activity only of the deep layer, the rest is fascia

<<Another system that is developed only  in humans that  of the ‘deep stabilizers’, 
which serves to maintain the upright posture of the spinal column. It consists of the
deep leayers of the rector spinae and transversis abdominis muscles, the diaphragm, 
and the pelvic floor. The last of these support the abdominal wall. The abdominal
cavity and its internal pressure provide the interior support of the lumbar spine. In 
humans, the diaphragm plays a significant role as a postural muscle; only in humans
there is a close link between respiration and posture, with the diaphragm lying
horizontally. Lewit 2010>>

<<The Pilates method traditionally focused on high load retraining, but in recent 
years this has been modified to include low threshold motor control training for the 
rehabilitation environment. Effectiveness of this approach has been demonstrated by
Rydeard et al (2006).

Changes in movement and postural control in the lumbopelvic region
Different postural positions have been shown to alter trunk muscle activation
(O'Sullivan et al 2002a; O'Sullivan et al 2006). In particular a lumbopelvic upright
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posture (with a maintained lumbar lordosis and some anterior pelvic tilt) recruits
more of the internal oblique and superficial multifidus muscles than does an upright
posture of thoracic extension, where there is less lumbar extension and anterior
pelvic tilt, less superficial multifidus and internal oblique recruitment and more 
erector spinae activation. Similarly, sway standing postures and slump sitting postures
decrease activity in the internal oblique and multifidus muscles and sway standing 
increases the activity in rectus abdominis. These changes in muscle recruitment 
patterns have been linked to the presence of lumbopelvic pain (Sahrmann, 2002; 
O'Sullivan 2005; Dankaerts et al 2006; O'Sullivan et al 2002b, 2003, 2006).
Changes in the alignment of the lumbar spine have been noted in subjects with
flexion-related lumbar pain (O'Sullivan et al 2006). These people sit with their lumbar
spines closer towards the end of flexion range and with more posterior pelvic tilt than
healthy pain-free controls. Interestingly they also had reduced back muscle endur-
ance compared to the controls, suggesting a link between changes in muscle function
and changes in postural position. Differences in sitting postures and control of the 
lumbar neutral position have been identified in patients with back pain (Trudelle-
Iackson et al 2008). Comerford, 2013>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

Ventrale spieren

Thorax is 
suspended

from the skull.

The Spine as Lengthening Device

14

<<This large weight in front of the body also explains why the flexor sheet on the 
front of the body lies well forward of the spine. If we trace the abdominal muscles up 
from the pubic bone to the bottom of the rib cage and sternum, continue upwards to 
the top of the sternum, and then trace the sternocleidomastoid muscle from the 
sternum to the mastoid processes of the skull we can see that the flexors on the front 
of the body do not, like the extensor muscles, hug the spine, but lie well away from 
the spine, with all the innards—the rib cage and abdomen—lying in between. 
Although there are muscles on the front of the spine in both the lumbar and neck 
region, there is no complete system of muscles along the front of the spine from the 
pelvis to the head, and there are absolutely no muscles attaching to the front of the 
spine in the thoracic region—just the heart and lungs enclosed within the rib cage. 

If we are not interfering with this support by habitually collapsing or drawing 
ourselves down in front, the flexors are able to maintain the length and volume of the 
body in front that form a key component of our upright posture.

Clearly we can see that these muscles in front do not support the body in the same 
way the back does. Because it has so much weight in front, the trunk is inherently 
unstable and tends to fall forward; the muscles in back work with the spine to 
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maintain the erect posture. But the muscles in front have a very different function: 
they support the structures hanging in front of the body, which are suspended from 
the skull. When the flexors are working properly, they maintain tensile length and 
muscular tone in the front of the body which counteracts the extensors in back. So in 
contrast to the spine, which resist compression in order to bear weight and to 
maintain the structural length of the trunk, the flexors on the front of the body 
comprise a tensile structure for suspending the ribs and maintaining the support of 
the front of the body.

This gives us a more complete picture of what is involved in achieving a lengthened 
support of the body. Elasticity and stretch on the muscles of the neck and back are 
required in order for the extensors to function efficiently. But it is just as crucial that 
the weight of the structures in front—throat, rib cage, and innards—does not 
compromise the length and volume of the trunk, or cause the back to overwork. In 
order for this to happen, the flexors and rib cage must release and undo into length, 
which in turn allows the extensors to do their job so that the trunk can naturally 
lengthen and expand in response to gravity.

The Spine as Lengthening Device
The final elements that support the vertically-poised spine, of course, are ligaments 
and muscles. We've seen that the spine is bound together by a number of short 
ligaments that form a truss-work between the vertebrae, as well as long ligaments 
that bind the entire spine into one unit. These ligaments are matched by a number of 
small muscles that support the vertebrae from the sacrum up to the occiput of the 
head. As we've seen, these muscles do not simply pull on the vertebrae but are 
stretched between the processes of the vertebrae and then respond to this stretch by 
maintaining constant tone.

In order for this to occur, however, the spine must maintain its internal length. The 
intervertebral discs are made up of tough, fibrous outer shells encasing a nucleus 
filled with fluid. If the discs are subjected to constant pressure they lose resiliency, 
which accounts for the variability in height that can occur from morning to night. 
With age, the discs gradually lose their elasticity and ability to absorb moisture, which 
accounts in part for loss of height in old age. When the spine and its supporting 
muscles are functioning properly, however, these discs impart length and buoyancy to 
the spine and the vertebrae act as spacers for the small muscles of the back, 
maintaining the elasticity and stretch essential to their optimal functioning.

We think of posture as either "good" or "bad," as if the curves of the spine are simply 
a matter of shape or degree. But lengthening is part of our inherent design; we are 
meant to lengthen as part of how the spine and muscular system are designed to 
keep us upright. Dimon 2011>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

Hoofdbalans

15

<<Once again we find that the balance of the head is a key organizing factor 
governing the working of the muscular system. The forward balance of the head is 
crucial to the lengthened working of the back muscles, but it is equally crucial to the 
length and support of the body in front. Because the front of the body is suspended 
from the head and, as we've seen, paradoxically tends to pull it back, the head must 
be balanced forward in order to maintain front length as well. When it comes to the 
various elements involved in musculoskeletal support, all paths lead to Rome—the 
organizing principle of the relation of the head to the trunk which is so crucial to the 
muscle systems that support us against gravity (Fig. 3-8).

We must remember that head balance is not a goal in itself but a natural condition of 
the entire muscular system in which the trunk is able to regain flexibility and 
expansion. Allowing the head to go up by not interfering with the length in front of 
the body is a key component of this process. 

If as occurs in many people, the neck and trunk muscles are chronically shortened 
and the head is pulled back, the forward balance of the head on the spine is 
interfered with, and the deeper sub-occipital muscles at the base of the skull fail to 
register stretch. The postural system becomes confused, and we get stuck in postural 
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attitudes that force the muscular system to work too hard and prevent the postural 
muscles from operating properly.

Muscles in the neck and trunk must be restored to their natural length so that the 
nodding forward of the head exerts stretch on the extensor muscles and signal when 
it's time to resume upright posture. We then experience a sense of lightness and 
buoyancy, of being supported against gravity without any sense of effort.

The forward balance of the head on the spine is thus integral to the human upright 
support system. Along with the structure of the spine itself, head balance is an 
essential component in maintaining stretch on the extensor muscles of the neck and 
back that keep us erect. These muscles are designed to keep us from falling over by 
maintaining the stability of the spine, trunk, and limbs; at the same time, they do not 
simply pull on bones but perform this function in the context of a marvelous system 
of counterbalancing skeletal forces that enables muscles to provide support against 
gravity with a minimum of effort. Dimon 2011>>
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Forward head syndrome is probably more a total body pattern

Forward head posture

16

It is about the segments relative to each other: in head forward posture the head is 
often posterior of the neck

The most frequent finding here are an imbalance between weak gluteal muscles and 
hyperactive hip flexors, between hyperactive lumbar erectors and weak abdominal 
muscles and hyperactive adductors and weak abductors.
Imagine a gnat flying around in front of your face. Follow its quick darting with your 
chin tucked forward, and notice the quality of your head and neck movements. Now 
perch your head directly above your trunk. Watch the same gnat, and notice the 
increased delicacy and variety in the movements.
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(Dimon, 2011)

Houdingsspieren werken vooral naar het centrum toe.

Op van de grond - tensegrity

17

<<Muscles are therefore responding constantly to external forces in order to stabilize 
the skeleton when we are standing or moving about. We think of muscles as holding 
us up, which of course they do; but it would be more accurate to say that once we 
are up off the ground, muscles keep us from falling down by sensing changes in 
length and adjusting constantly to these changes. This activity of postural muscles 
serves as the background against which all specific actions, like typing or throwing a 
ball, take place. Dimon 2011>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

Spiral layers

18

<<To solve the problem, the flexor muscles on the trunk divided into three layers. The 
deepest layer ran horizontally, but the middle and superficial layers took a different 
course and developed in oblique directions. Two layers of abdominal and thoracic 
muscles now wrapped around the trunk at oblique angles, combining with the 
rotational muscles of the neck and spine to allow the complex twisting movements so 
essential to eflficient movement on land. Dimon 2011>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

Spiralen

(Earls 2017)

19

<< Vleeming & Snijders have described four slings of myofascia that assist in control 
of the pelvis between the thorax and the legs (Snijders et al 1993a, Vleeming et al 
1995a,b). The posterior oblique sling (Fig. 4.39A) connects the latissimus dorsi and 
the gluteus maximus through the thoracolumbar fascia; the anterior oblique sling 
(Fig. 4.39B) connects the external oblique, the anterior abdominal fascia, and the 
contralateral adductors of the thigh; the longitudinal sling connects the peroneii, the 
biceps femoris, the sacrotuberous ligament, the deep lamina of the thoracolumbar 
fascia, and the erector spinae; and the lateral sling connects the gluteus 
medius/minimus, tensor fascia latae, and the lateral stabilizers of the thoracopelvic
region.

A muscle contraction produces a force that spreads beyond the origin and insertion 
of the active muscle. This force is transmitted to other muscles, tendons, fasciae, 
ligaments, capsules, and bones that lie both in series and in parallel to the active 
muscle (Brown & McGill 2009). In this manner, forces can be produced quite distant 
from the origin of the initial muscle contraction; this is referred to as a force vector. 
These muscles connect through the fascia to produce vectors of force that assist in 
the transfer of load and, when all of the vectors are balanced, they provide optimal 
alignment of the bones and joints for any task (Fig. 4.41).
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Imbalanced force vectors resulting from non-optimal strategies associated with 
altered tension in the deep and superficial muscle systems and the myofascial slings 
[Fig. 4.43) can create malalignment and potentially contribute to loss of stability 
during single or multiple tasks. A muscle, or part of a muscle, may participate in more 
than one sling and the slings may overlap and interconnect depending on the task. 
The hypothesis is that the slings have no beginning or end but rather connect, and are 
recruited, to assist in the transference of forces. It is possible that the individual slings 
are part of one interconnected myofascial system with different tasks requiring the 
selective activation of parts of the whole sling or system. Dysfunction of specific 
muscles, or specific fascicles within one muscle, often creates non-optimal vectors of 
force and needs to be identified, and addressed, if restoration of all components of 
motion control [segmental, regional, and postural equilibrium) is to occur. Lee, 
2011>>

<<Slump test
Clinicians have used this test to differentially diagnose and reassess patients thought 
to have neuromeningeal tension. In this test the sitting patient is asked to flex their 
head and shoulders forward while extending each leg separately, to create neural 
tension. According to Barker and Briggs (1999), the fascial continuity from the cervical 
spine to the lower back and beyond suggests that neural tension may, in reality, be 
myofascial tension. This myofascial continuity should also be considered when 
performing a straight-leg raise test. Stecco C 2015>>
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Lengthening into the spirals

20

<< Lengthening into the Spirals
We've seen that the flexors on the front of the body and the extensors in back form 
crucial systems that maintain upright support, and that both of these systems attach 
to the head, whose forward balance counteracts the downward pull of these 
muscles. The same principle applies to the spiral muscles that wrap around the body, 
which also attach to the head and are counterbalanced by its forward tilt on the 
spine. When this system works as it is designed to work, the shoulders float lightly 
above the rib cage, the throat is freely suspended from the skull, the back is full and 
supportive, and the entire structure rotates freely on a vertical axis, making for the 
elegant and complex human design that expresses such variety of action, subdety of 
movement, and beauty of form. Dimon 2011>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

(Earls – 2017)

Double helix architecture

Only humans generate maximum forces by trunk rotation

21

<<In humans, these oblique muscles have evolved to permit an even more efficient 
rotation around a vertical axis (see Fig. 12-2). This advanced design, however, is built 
upon the foundation of the basic body plan established eons ago in our vertebrate 
ancestors. In keeping with our bilateral design, the muscles that wrap around our ribs 
and abdomen do not cross the abdominal midline. There are also no muscles that 
cross from one side of the back to the other. But when you piece together a complete 
pattern by identifying an oblique muscle in one layer and then find another muscle 
layer on the other side of the midline that continues in the same direction, it's 
possible to trace a continuous spiral that begins at the pelvis, wraps around the trunk, 
and ends up at the base of the skull (Fig. 12-5). And we can do this in both directions, 
so that we can trace two complete spirals running from the pelvis right up to the 
head, one on each side, forming a complex double-spiral that encircles the body and 
continues even into the limbs, making complex rotational movements possible.

As I said, this spiral musculature is central to our ability, as humans, to perform many 
of our most complex activities. In Chapter Five we saw how the movable shoulder 
girdle contributes to the range of motion of the arm. If you perform a throwing or 
swinging action, you can see that it is also necessary, when moving the arm, to rotate 
the trunk and even the legs. In other words, the use of the arm and shoulder is 
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continuous with the twisting and spiraling action of the entire body. Observe a track 
and field athlete throwing a javelin, a violonist vigorously bowing, or even an artist 
drawing at an easel and it's easy to see that these complex uses of the arms—indeed, 
many of our most refined abilities as humans—require the ability to rotate the trunk. 
When viewed in terms of the spiral musculature, in fact, it is clear that few 
movements occur in two planes; virtually all movement takes place in three 
dimensions, including the spiral or rotational movement of the trunk.

We have all observed the beautiful and elegant spiral designs that seem to abound in 
the universe—spiral nebulae, climbing vines, an elephant's trunk, the coiled 
musculature of the human heart and intestines—and of course the structure of DNA, 
with its famous double-helix arrangement containing our genetic blueprint. It is 
fascinating to consider that our evolution to a fully upright posture recapitulates in 
our musculo-skeletal system the same elegant spiral design that's embedded at a 
microscopic level in our own DNA- a design largely responsible for our varied and 
complex capabilities as humans. We may be one of many evolutionary "experiments," 
but our upright design is the most highly refined and sophisticated in the known 
universe.
And whereas the double-helix structure of DNA is comprised of two spirals turning in 
the same direction (like the two rails of a spiral staircase), our musculature consists of 
two interlocking spirals, each of which is a kind of double-helix in its own right—a 
double double-helix! Dimon 2011>>

Only humans generate maximum forces by trunk rotation

<< Notice that the spine now becomes oriented to movement in a new way. We saw 
in the case of marine animals that the spine flexes from side to side to produce 
locomotion through the water. This design is retained in many amphibians and lizards 
that advance their sprawled limbs by flexing the body from side to side. In mammals 
such as horses and cats, however, this design changes drastically. The limbs are 
brought under the body and the legs are oriented to convey propulsive thrust directly 
to the spine and trunk. By coiling the thoracic curve of the spine while gathering their 
legs underneath them and then uncoiling the spine like a spring when pushing off-
with the hind legs, the spine now flexes, not side to side as in a fish or reptile, but 
front to back. This front-to-back flexion remains a defining trait of upright human 
posture, making it possible for us to curl into a fetal position, to crouch and squat, 
and to slump when we are sitting carelessly. Dimon 2011>>
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Optimal design

• Very functional / rotation

• Very efficiently dealing with gravity

• Easy breathing

• Oversight

• Optimal social communication

• Full of energy
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<< The body is still hung, or suspended, from the skull, just as it is in a fish or four-
footed animal, and the relationship of the head to the trunk remains the primary 
factor organizing the upright support system.
But one other crucial change occurred in the process of attaining upright posture. 
Because the body is vertically poised on a narrow base of two feet with the head 
balanced on top of the spine, the oblique muscles that wrap around the neck, trunk, 
and limbs make it possible to rotate the body very efficiently around a vertical axis—
an all-important development because it granted human beings a 360-degree field of 
vision, the ability to walk with a striding gait, and the possibility of mastering a huge 
array of skilled activities. The lateral flexion of lizards and dogs is long gone. We are 
still hung from the head; the relationship of the head to the trunk is still the primary 
relationship organizing movement; but we are hung, not just side to side as in a fish 
or front to back as in a mammal, but in a double spiral that permits the performance 
of complex rotational movements. We need only to watch a dancer executing a 
perfect pirouette, a golfer swinging a club, or a martial artist gyrating in the air to land 
a well-placed kick on an opponent to understand that, in movement, the body swings 
from the head. We are not merely stacked up or aligned over our feet; we are actually 
suspended from the skull, with the musculature of the trunk and the legs arranged 
underneath in a double-spiral—an altogether extraordinary structure.
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As we've seen, we are able to stand upright not simply because out bones are stacked 
one on top of the other, or because muscles pull on parts of the body like guy wires 
to keep us from falling over. The body is a dynamic suspension system that enables 
muscles to support from above as well as to act from below. When our upright 
support system works in accordance with its design, the effect is to produce upward 
support with a minimum of effort—a paradoxical dynamic much like that of a tent 
being supported by guy wires. At the same time that the guy wires "tighten" to keep 
the tent pole from falling, the pole itself actually stretches the guy wires. In much the 
same way, the human form, when properly poised, seems to spring upward 
effortlessly against gravity, maintaining its vertical thrust because muscles supporting 
the head and trunk from below are also being lengthened from above.

The same holds true for the balanced working of the body as a whole. Exercises for 
improving alignment, for relaxing and toning muscles, or for improving breathing 
often produce a sense of increased well-being. But unless we understand the body's 
total design, we are skirting around the edges of a more fundamental problem. The 
body is designed as a total system to support itself against gravity and, when this 
system is working well, to move and function with fluid grace. Understanding how 
this system works is the most important knowledge we can possess about the health 
and functioning of the musculoskeletal system.

Even our cognitive abilities, which seem to emanate directly from our brains, are 
intimately related to our physical design. As we saw earlier in this book, four-footed 
animals such as wolves and rabbits are able to think and to process information, but 
always in the service of immediate physical action. This link between thought and 
action is reflected in their horizontal physical design: sensory information processed 
at the front end, or head, is translated directly into forward movement in space. In 
contrast, we humans are no longer "locked in" to movement but are designed to look 
at what is around us, to stop and think. In coming to the fully upright posture, 
humans have developed the capacity to separate thought and action, to defer 
immediate response and to work toward ends often far removed from the initial 
stimuli which set them into motion. This uniquely human capacity for autonomy and 
choice is directly related to our upright design.

It is no coincidence that our most sophisticated activities are all conducted in the 
upright posture. We perform mental calculations, write, draw, use tools and play 
musical instruments, meditate, and speak while fully upright (often sitting so that we 
are even further removed from physical activity), and only assume a horizontal 
position when we are unconscious and need to rest. Even athletic and physical skills, 
which are often performed in a crouching position, ultimately gain benefit from the 
fully upright position: the greatest martial arts masters and other high-level 
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performers often achieve total mastery only after undergoing long periods of 
meditation in a balanced, quiet state of vertical poise. In short, none of our high
The musculature of a balanced, peaceful person is mobilized for action; it is not in a 
state of sustained over contraction, or tension, which tends to pull the body in on 
itself, cramping joints and restricting movement. Muscular effort is appropriate to the 
need.
er functions exists independently of our physical design, without which we would be 
incapable of creative thinking, invention, spirituality, technology, and the arts, and 
without which the human brain itself could not have evolved.

Our upright poise is also connected with our spiritual qualities, which are reflected in 
our ability to stand in awe of the world around us and to contemplate the universe. 
Like all living things, we are rooted in biological processes, but we humans alone 
among the animals possess the dual qualities of being grounded in the earth while 
reaching ever upward. In the act of becoming fully upright, we have become 
spiritually dignified. Dimon 2011>>

<<Bodies need to lengthen and be balanced, and that a balanced body will give rise 
to a better human being. 

When the tone of the soft tissue is balanced, there is a sensation of lightness in the 
body. The masses of head, thorax, pelvis, etc., are no longer dragged out of true by 
their weight; the structure presents less resistance, and gravity can "flow through.“ 
Rolf 1978>>

<<Gravity can actually lift the body, lengthening it skyward and at the same time 
easing its actions.  

Balancing oneself in gravity is similarly creative – not simply a more efficient and 
healthful way to behave but a homecoming to the harmonious interrelateness that is 
our birthright. It readies us to play the creative options provided by life.

Balance is a center around which movement orients itself, not a static position. Even 
the relative stillness of standing and sitting is marked by subtle movement.

In balanced standing, mobility is potent: joints throughout the body are stable but 
not braced.
The head floats in easy balance on top of the spine.

The body, and more generally the person, is able to focus energy effectively 
The poised person is flexible. Since no chronic muscular tension is holding joints rigid, 
movement flows reverberatively through the whole structure. The capacity to shift 
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direction, physically and psychologically, is readily accessible when called for.

Erect posture is enlightment Pierce 1989>>
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(Dimon, 2011)

We lopen ons hoofd achter na
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<<In spite of the uniqueness of our upright design, however, we share a basic 
similarity with our evolutionary predecessors. The primitive spine and muscles first 
evolved to help fish move toward food. Sensory organs and their processing system, 
the brain, developed at the front end in order to take in information from the 
environment and to direct the appropriate motor activity. All body movements were 
organized in relation to the head and spine because all movement required 
locomotion in a forward direction, with the head leading.

In four-footed animals, this relationship of the head to the body is complicated by the 
fact that animals on land must first raise themselves off the ground in order to move 
forward. In humans, the head and spine are no longer arranged horizontally in line 
with movement. However, we must still organize ourselves against gravity with the 
head leading the body, and we still move largely in relation to sensory input from the 
eyes, ears, and nose. The head no longer leads in the direction of movement; it now 
leads us to go up to move in whatever direction we choose. Even in upright humans, 
the relationship of the head to the spine is the primary organizing principle in 
movement.

This direct link between thought and action has all but disappeared in humans. We 
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are capable of thinking quite independently of action. Our heads do not lead in the 
direction of movement but sit on top of our spines, making it possible to engage in 
activities in which thinking predominates over doing. We are able to stop and to 
contemplate the world and ourselves. Our upright design reflects our dual nature of 
being simultaneously rooted in the earth and dignified by our upright poise. Our 
evolving consciousness is ultimately made possible by our remarkable design.

What originally began as a flexible beam for laterally flexing the body became a bony, 
protective structure; then a bridge for four-footed postural support and locomotion 
on land; then a vertical column to support upright posture and bipedal locomotion. 
As such, the spine is essentially a lengthening device; to work properly, the head must 
be leading the spine and the spine lengthening with the curves and entire trunk 
supported by muscles. In a four-footed animal, the spine lengthens with the head 
leading in the direction of movement; in upright humans, the spine lengthens with 
the head leading upward against gravity and is the key structure upon which muscles 
act to produce this upward support. Dimon 2011>>
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<<Until these changes occurred, our distant ancestors were little more than a bunch 
of hapless primates, the favorite lunchmeat of carnivores no bigger than French 
poodles. Thankfully for us, humankind stood up on two legs, started moving, and 
hasn't stopped since.
Going vertical required skeletal alignment, flexible and resilient jointure, close 
muscular coordination and orchestration, and a means of staying upright. Voila! A 
two-legged, antigravity machine—an all-weather, all-terrain sport utility vehicle 
emerged from the mists of time. It is obvious that simple skeletal misalignment 
drastically impedes the function of the musculoskeletal system. Today, millions of 
people are slowly collapsing out of vertical alignment and losing their batde with 
gravity thanks to a sedentary lifestyle. They don't even get the minimal levels of 
motion required to maintain adequate muscle strength and engagement to support 
spinal function, skeletal alignment, balance, and proper joint interaction and 
articulation.

Your car has a fuel gauge even though it will be obvious—and inconvenient—when 
the tank runs dry. The human body has one as well. Instead of a little arrow pointing 
at the half mark, your shoulders and spine do the pointing by rounding and slumping; 
you lose skeletal alignment, and with it, balance is also lost. As the head begins to 
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hang forward and down (and other musculoskeletal components lose their 
verticality), the arrow goes to the quarter mark or less. As a result, major posture 
muscles are losing even more of their energy charge as tone, length, and strength 
dwindle.
The musculoskeletal system plainly displays, in real time, how much or how little 
energy is on board. I suspect that our earliest ancestors chose mates, hunting 
partners, and leaders by intuitively making alliances with those who looked right. 
They read the body language, the posture, and correlated it to the likelihood of 
success based on the appearance of those who had succeeded in the past. An 
upright, balanced posture was empirical evidence of strength, stamina, and 
prehistoric street smarts.  Egoscue 2011>>
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(Porter, 2013)

Toen en nu
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<<While the style of dress was far more formal back then, sometimes giving an 
impression of rigidity or stiffness, the people pictured on the facing page, while 
noticeably upright, have the support of aligned bones that allows them to be, in 
actuality, quite relaxed. Porter 2013>>

<< At one time, possibly as recently as seventy to a hundred years ago, most people 
were in postural balance or close to it. The people in old photographs are more likely 
to stand with readily apparent correct posture. Those who were imbalanced were still 
largely intact and capable of rebounding with relatively minor adjustments in their 
activity levels. Theirs was an environment that required motion. Routine, everyday, 
musculoskeletal movement brought them closer to balance without much deliberate 
effort. Today, for a majority of the population of the economically advanced regions 
of the world, balance is on the wane as the high-tech environment demands less and 
less motion due to desk jobs and labor-saving technology. At the same time, and not 
at all coincidentally, there is a growing health crisis. Medical costs are soaring, the 
news media regularly panics about new epidemics, and severe, chronic pain and lost 
mobility are becoming commonplace along with increasingly invasive treatments to 
treat them. Egoscue 2011>>
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<<Many cultural changes have occurred during the past century, with remarkable 
advances in many areas, that include a refreshingly less formal way of dress and an 
acceptance of differing lifestyle options. Unfortunately, more casual ways of living 
include widespread physical collapse. A glimpse inside a photo album today reveals 
bodies that are rarely supported by aligned bones.
The human body shares some features with a structural system called tensegrity, 
which stabilizes itself mechanically by balancing compression and tension forces.^ 
Many of the problems that people experience in their bodies result from the fact that 
the forces of tension and compression are unbalanced, usually with too much 
reliance on the tensile (muscular) aspects of their design.
A cursory scan around a roomful of people yields sufficient evidence that we often 
mold ourselves into shapes that violate our nature. Porter 2013>>

<<Tragically, that look of imbalance and musculoskeletal misalignment has become 
the new normal. When the old normal walks by—a rarer and rarer occurrence—he or 
she seems strange. Egoscue 2011>>
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Zoek de 10 verschillen
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Focus on function
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‘In a perfectly functioning body, all muscles are separate entities, each individually 
wrapped in their own fascial bag, free to glide over neighbouring muscles like silk 
stockings’ (Smith 2005)

In a tensegrity system, the complaints are evenly distributed throughout the system. 
If this is disturbed, local concentrations of too high stress can occur, with the 
consequence of enthesopathies, tendinopathies etc.

<< This anatomical continuum demonstrates just how important it is that fascia 
always maintains its basal elasticity in perfect shape. If trauma or overuse alters its 
extracellular matrix, its ability to adapt correctly to these delicate stretches is 
reduced, resulting in inacurate activation of muscle spindles and, subsequently, of the 
periarticular nociceptors. Stecco, 2009>>

<<It is a truism to say that, with few exceptions -whether through overuse, misuse 
(poor posture, stressful patterns of use, disordered breathing patterns etc.), abuse 
(e.g. trauma) or disuse (may occur due to aging) - most of the conditions discussed 
(apart from frank pathology) are the result of adaptation in progress, or of failed 
adaptation, where the tissues and systems of the body have responded, as best they 
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can, to biochemical, biomechanical or psychosocial demands. If adaptive load, and 
the failure to adequately cope with this, lies at the heart of dysfunction, therapeutic 
choices are reduced to either modifying or eliminating adaptive demands, or 
improving the ability of the tissues locally, or the body as a whole, to handle these -
or offering palliative, symptom-oriented methods. Chaitow 2014>>

<<The ]oumal of Bodywork and Movement Therapy invited five experts on manual 
medicine, osteopathy, chiropractic, and physiotherapy to confront their ideas on the 
topic (Chaitow. 2011), discussing whether the use of manual techniques to correct 
and rebalance the misaligned body parts is justifiable (Lederman, 2010). They 
concluded that unless the 'postural balance, mobility, energy and resistance' are re-
established, the normal body function without pain might be hard to obtain using 
rehabilitation strategies.  

A dysfunctional memory, such as a somatic dysfunction (SD), is maintained by an 
increase in fibrous tissue and several links between collagen fibers in nodal points 
within fascial bands, with a progressive loss of the tissue's clastic properties. These 
myofascial tissue changes may alter the abilities of higher centers responsible for 
proprioceptive and interoceptive sensorial integration, as well as centers coordinating 
motor control and posture (Schabrun et al., 2013; Tsao et al.. 2008; Tozzi. 2014). 
Zavarella 2017>>
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And don’t forget: fun and variation
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